
  

Digital Watermarking
What is it?
   Process by which identifying data is woven into media 
   content such as images, movies, music or programming, 
   giving those objects a unique, digital identity that can be 
   used for a variety of valuable applications. 

   Imperceptible to the human senses yet easily recognized 
   by special software detectors, a digital watermark remains 
   constant even through recording, manipulation and editing, 
   compression and decompression, encryption, decryption 
   and broadcast — without affecting the quality of the content



  

Digital Watermarking
Applications
   Ownership and Copyright
       watermarks can contain imperceptible digital data with 
       ownership information, contact details, usage rights and 
       anything else that is appropriate
       presents an efficient and widely used way to monitor, 
       manage and monetize digital assets – that is, distribute
       software without worrying about IP theft
       can ensure ownership and contact information are 
       attached to content
       can add automated licensing to increase revenues
          - allow trial copies to be distributed
          - allow for automatic updates via maintenance fees
          - long-term licensing is unnecessary – short term
            licensing is automatically managed
          - allows easy customer paying only for what it uses
            making the software more attractive
          - validate maintenance renewals before allowing updates 
  



  

Digital Watermarking
Applications
   Document and Image Security
       watermark in documents and images may contain a unique 
       digital ID that can easily be detected by devices but 
       is not detectable by humans

       a unique digital watermark can be embedded into each 
       copy of a document for distribution - it is then easy to trace 
       back to the source to find out who leaked the document 

       unauthorized personnel can be prevented from copying a 
       watermarked document on printers with a watermark 
       detector

       cuts down on counterfeiting and piracy

       prevent unauthorized modifications to banking records
       while allowing authorized modifications 



  

Digital Watermarking
Applications
   Protection for Audio and Video Content
       controls unauthorized copying and redistribution of IP

       provides an added layer of security to the content protection
       on top of encrypting the object

       used to trace back to find the origin of pirating an object 

   Track a Protected Object that is Placed Online
       assures fair compensation for content usage

       makes sure the right content is used on the right sites
       at the right time

       supports keeping statistics on content (who got it when)

       issues warnings when unauthorized usage is detected

       supports confirmation that specified content airs in given 
       market, at specific time, in its entirety

       advertising clearance verification (e.g. prevent immoral ads)  



  

Digital Watermarking
Applications
   Improve the Quality of Mobile Experience
       a company is less fearful that its proprietary data will be
       lost with watermarking – that is, bad guys will find it hard
       to claim the data as theirs  

       companies want to enrich mobile user experiences
       but do not want to risk making their data public - 
       watermarking offers some protection as stated above



  

Digital Watermarking
Data Integrity
   Normal text or ciphertext:
      All bytes retain the same value that they originally had

   Images: 
      JPEG compression, for example, modifies the bytes but
      the semantic content does not change, so is acceptable

      Hence, the integrity algorithms used for text do not apply 

      Different context requires different algorithms 
         Ex: medical image requires no byte value changes
         But family photos can withstand acceptable changes

   Watermarking schemes:
      Invertible -  
         After authorized modification, an inverse operation can
         be applied to return byte values to the original
      Zoned -
         One zone has data that cannot be modified, the other
         zone has data that can be modified



  

Attributes of Watermarking
   Robust
      Resists a designated (benign) class of operations
      Ex benign op: compression, rotation applied to a picture
      Malicious op: change content such as captions

      That is, watermark can be detected after any benign 
      operation is applied and possibly most malicious operations
      such as those intending to destroy the watermark

      Robust watermarks are possible because distortions due
      to compression and image manipulation must leave the
      perceptually significant spectral components intact. 

   Semi-Fragile
      Resists benign operations but fails to be detected 
      after content transformations – useful as lack of detection
      can mean content was modified

Digital Watermarking



  

Attributes of Watermarking
   Fragile
      Fails to be detected after the slightest modification
      Can be used to determine by how much an object has
      been modified   

   Capacity
      The maximum number of bits that can be hidden before 
      distortion is observable or the watermark is no longer
      detected (bits per pixel)

   Quality
      Minimum “noise” added to the watermark object to destroy
      the watermark
      Ex: JPEG quality can be set as a percentage – what is
      the minimum percentage that will still not destroy the
      watermark

   Tradeoffs between Quality, Capacity, Robustness
      Improving robustness causes a reduction in capacity

Digital Watermarking



  

Embedding a checksum into least significant bits (Fragile)
   Algorithm:
      Let N be a large integer;
      Divide the image into 8×8 blocks;
      for each block B do the following:

         Define a pseudorandom walk through all 64 pixels, 
         according to the secret key and the block number;

         Denote the pixels as                    ;

         Generate a random sequence                     of integers
         each comparable in size to N;

         Compute 

         where          is determined by the 7 MSB of p
j 
;

         X = encrypt (S);

         Embed X into the least significant bits of the block;

Digital Watermarking

 



  

Embedding a checksum into least significant bits (Fragile)
   What is so good about this algorithm?
      A human cannot tell the watermark is there by looking
      Tamper resistance is very high
          swapping any two pixels of any block will produce a
          different checksum since each pixel of the block is
          multiplied by a different number

          Swapping any two blocks produces a different checksum  
          Since the random walk of each block is different

   What is bad about this algorithm?
      Swapping two blocks in the same position in two files 
      that were watermarked with the same key keeps the
      watermark when it should not
         

Digital Watermarking



  

Digital Watermarking
Lin’s Algorithm (Semi-Fragile)
   Algorithm:
      Divide the original image into 8×8 blocks
      Form block pairs using a one-time secret mapping function
      For each block pair (p, q):
         Select a set B

p
 of n Discreet Cosine Transform coefficients

         Generate the binary signature φ
p
 of the block pair s.t.

                           1 if F
p
 (υ) − F

q
 (υ) ≥ 0,

            φ
p
 (υ) =   0 otherwise

          where υ  B∈
p
 , F(υ) is the value of υ

      Embed the authentication bits according to Algorithm of 
      previous page



  

Digital Watermarking
Discrete Cosine Transform
    An invertible N x N square matrix (N is typically 8) where the
    rows are samples of a cosine function whose frequencies are
    a multiple of ½ the base frequency as follows:  
      



  

Digital Watermarking
Discrete Cosine Transform
    Each step from left to right and top to bottom is an increase in 
    frequency by 1/2 cycle

    Source data (8x8) is
    transformed to a 
    linear combination
    of these frequencies
    (next slide)



  

Digital Watermarking
Discrete Cosine Transform
    

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_cosine_transform 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/discrete-cosine-transform 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_cosine_transform
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/discrete-cosine-transform


  

Digital Watermarking
Discrete Cosine Transform
    



  

Digital Watermarking
Discrete Cosine Transform
    



  

Digital Watermarking
Algorithm of Cox, Kilian, Leighton, Shamoon (Robust)
   Quote:
      In practice, in order to place a length n watermark into an 
      N x N image, we computed the N x N DCT of the image 
      and placed the watermark into the n highest magnitude 
      coefficients of the transform matrix, excluding the DC
      component.  More generally, n randomly chosen coefficients 
      could be chosen from the M, M ≥ n most perceptually 
      significant coefficients of the transform.  For most images, 
      these coefficients will be the ones corresponding to the low 
      frequencies.  Reiterating, the purpose of placing the 
      watermark in these locations is because significant 
      tampering with these frequencies will destroy the image 
      fidelity well before the watermark.
      



  

Watermarking Attacks
   Criteria
      The embedded information should still be decodable from 
      the watermarked data, even if the watermarked data is 
      processed, copied, or redistributed

   Additive View of Watermarking
      y = x + w(M)
      x is the original data             y is the modified data
      w is the watermarked data  M represents distortion constraints

   Classification on type of embedding
      Additive
         very weak dependencies between w and x

      Multiplicative
         samples of the original data are multiplied by an
         independent signal v so that w = xv – x

      Quantization-based
         statistically, x and w appear (almost) to be independent

Digital Watermarking



  

Watermarking Attacks
   An Attack
      Any processing that may impair detection of the watermark 
      or communication of the information conveyed by the 
      watermark 
      The processed watermarked data is then called attacked data
      attacker tries to impair the watermark beyond acceptable 
      limits while maintaining the perceptual quality of the
      attacked data

   Measures of Watermark Impairment
      probability detection of an existing watermark fails
      probability of detecting a watermark that does not exist
      probability extracted bit is not equal to the embedded bit
      probability of detecting a different watermark than the
          existing one 
      watermark channel capacity (how many bits can be hidden)
      perceptual quality (or lack of quality)

Digital Watermarking



  

Attack Types
   Removal
      aim is the complete removal of the watermark information 
      from the watermarked data without having to crack the 
      security of the watermarking algorithm (e.g., without 
      knowing the key used for watermark embedding)
      Note: a small number of copies of the same content with
      each signed using different watermark keys may be 
      enough to remove a watermark
   Geometric
      distort the watermark detector synchronization with the 
      embedded information

Digital Watermarking



  

Attack Types
   Cryptographic
      aim to crack the security methods in watermarking 
      schemes and thus find a way to remove the embedded 
      watermark information or to embed misleading watermarks

   Protocol      
      If a watermark is invertible, the attacker may subtract its 
      own watermark from the watermarked data and claim to 
      be the owner of the watermarked data 
      Note: it has been shown that for copyright protection 
      applications, watermarks need to be non-invertible

Digital Watermarking



  

What is it?
   concealing a transmittied message, picture, video, etc. in 
   another message, picture, video, etc. in a manner that is
   not suspected by an eavesdropper and that is recoverable
   by the receiver of the message.

Why not just encrypt?      
   Laws may require decryption by parties holding keys to 
   Governments
        https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/23/section/53 

   Laws may forbid strong encryption
        http://www.cryptolaw.org/ 
        http://www.cryptolaw.org/clssum.htm 

   Corporation forbids sending encrypted email 

   The sender does not want an eavesdropper to know that 
   a message is sent

References and resources
        http://ww1.stegoarchive.com/ 

Steganography

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/23/section/53
http://www.cryptolaw.org/
http://www.cryptolaw.org/cls-sum.htm
http://ww1.stegoarchive.com/


  

Examples
   Dithering an image to make a RF attacker see a different
   image (dithering produces high frequency components -
   attacker likely will 'tune' to those and miss the intended image)
   Embed satanic messages into audio CDs which can be 
   heard if the CDs are played backwards
   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_backmasked_messages 

   Command and control of remote parties to perform malicious
   acts
   Subliminally suggest audiences buy popcorn before the 
   movie starts
   Microdots for identification and other uses
   Margaret Thatcher distributed reports
   to ministers, each bearing some stego
   mark to identify those leaking info to
   the press
   http://www.spammimic.com/ - this is a riot

Steganography

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_backmasked_messages
http://www.spammimic.com/


  

Examples
   

   http://www.cs.vu.nl/~ast/books/mos2/zebras.html  
   Open S-Tools
   Drag and drop the zebra.bmp image to the S-Tools window
   Click on a file in the 'revealed files' dialog box and save
   Histogram shows brightness vs. frequency of occurrence  

Steganography

http://www.cs.vu.nl/~ast/books/mos2/zebras.html


  

Detection
   Textual
      Letter Frequency
      Word Frequency
      Compressibility
      Grammar, style, and readability
      Semantic continuity and logic
      Message context

Steganography



  

Detection
   Image
      Examine unused disk areas for data
         Disks typically have unformated areas
         It is unlikely but possible to put data into these areas
      TCP/IP header filters
         Look for data in the unused sections of the headers
         Look for data in the optional fields, TTL
      Known Cover Attack
         Compare against a known cover
         Compare numerous similar good images – look for patterns
            and create signatures (MD5 hashes) – then compare 
            against signatures
         Good images obtained when first posted on legitimate sites
      Histogram 

Steganography



  

Tools
      EnCase (Guidance Software)
         Uses MD5 hashes
      Ilook Invertigator
         Used by law enforcement for images
      Stegdetect
         Available in Ubuntu from debian archive etch
         But with no key verification 
         Three star rating of certainty on message encodings
      Hidden info with file compression
         http://www.winzip.com/ddchomea.htm 
      Stego Watch
         Scanning service
      Spam Mimic
         Use to see if someone encoded a message in spam mimic!
      Foundstone

Steganography

http://www.winzip.com/ddchomea.htm


  

What is it?
   From Wikipedia:
      Computes and publishes reputation scores for a set of 
      service providers, services, goods or entities within a 
      community or domain, based on a collection of opinions 
      that other entities hold about the objects

      A reputation center uses a reputation algorithm to compute 
      dynamically the reputation scores based on received ratings

      Reputation is a sign of trustworthiness

      Reputation is an important part of vulnerability assessment

   Examples:
      Reddit
         Social networking news, entertainment, news
         Users vote content up or down
         However, it has a dubious history due to its rather
            activist oriented membership

Reputation System



  

What is it?
   Examples:
      Google Search PageRank Algorithm
         Measures the importance of websites
         Depends on quality and number of links to the page
         Quality depends on, e.g., the reputation of the author 

                                                                 There is one link to C                     
                                                                 but it is from a high
                                                                 quality site

                                                                 % is the likelihood that
                                                                 a person clicking links
                                                                 randomly will arrive
                                                                 at the page

Reputation System



  

What is it?
   Examples:
      TrustPilot
         Danish reputation database for businesses
         A score of 10/10 means a business has complete
             customer satisfaction
         Any user can post a review
         Has had problems with competitors posting fake reviews

      Rotten Tomatoes
         Opinions of hundreds of film and television critics 
         Measurement of trust in movie and TV programming quality
         Percentage of professional critic reviews that are positive 
            for a given film or television show. 

Reputation System



  

What is it?
   Examples:
      Yelp
         Reputation database for products and services
         Each Yelp star affects sales by 5-9%
         But 20% of reviews in 2014 were fake! - WSJ
         
 

Reputation System



  

Compliance
   Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS)
      Set of obligations mandated by card networks to help protect 
      consumers' personal information

      PCI requirements pertain to how the data is stored, 
      accessed, and handled by a business

      Certification must be done periodically

      PCI-DSS is narrowly focused on keeping stored data from 
      being hacked or compromised

      Complying with PCI-DSS does not prevent identity 
      thieves from using data already compromised from 
      another source

      PCI-DSS does not protect the merchant from accepting 
      potentially fraudulent transactions at checkout

Fraud in eCommerce



  

Compliance
   Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS)
      Install and maintain a firewall configuration to protect 
      cardholder data

      Do not use vendor-supplied defaults for system passwords 
      and other security parameters

      Protect stored cardholder data – use encryption and do
      not store data unless absolutely necessary

      Encrypt transmission of cardholder data over public networks

      Use and regularly update anti-virus software

      Develop and maintain (patch) secure systems and apps

      Restrict access to cardholder data by business need-to-know

      Assign a unique ID to each person with computer access

      Restrict physical access to cardholder data

Fraud in eCommerce



  

Compliance
   Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS)
      Track and monitor all access to network resources and 
      cardholder data

      Regularly test security systems and processes

      Maintain a policy that addresses information security

      Storage not permitted for PIN, card verification code,
      contents of magnetic stripe

Fraud in eCommerce



  

Online Transaction Challenges
   Card Not Present orders
      CNP merchants are responsible for confirming shoppers' 
      identities and dealing with disputes associated with  
      unauthorized  purchases

      Merchants lose 10x more than banks and 20x more than
      consumers each year – Lexis-Nexis Risk Solutions

      Chargebacks occur when a customer disputes a claim
         customer says product was not received – what happened?

      If  chargebacks exceed 1% in a particular month a merchant 
      goes on probation  

      If losses are not reduced within 90 days, the merchant may 
      lose its ability to accept credit card payments altogether

Fraud in eCommerce



  

Tools
   Automated Transactional Risk Scoring
      Specific logic and settings can help to distinguish normal 
      purchase behavior from risky transactions

      Fraud  risk  is  calculated  based  on  multiple  data  factors 
      and  assigned  a  numerical  score  for  each transaction
             Geolocation taken from the IP address
             Anonymous IP address
             AVS result code – Address Verification System by Mastercard
             Time of day the order is placed
             Type of merchandise
             Shipment method
             Sale’s amount
             Evidence of previous fraud on this card account
             Number of computers placing orders with this card account
             Different shipping and billing addresses
             Mismatch between time zone and geolocation
             Length of time as a customer
             ZIP codes

     The score determines transaction “next  steps” according 
     to merchant's preferred operating policy & procedures

Fraud in eCommerce



  

Tools
   Automated Transactional Risk Scoring
      Sample policy considerations:

          Requests for overnight delivery of high-quantity items 
          may require review, while overnight delivery of a small 
          camera is considered completely normal 

          Items that are considered commodities may have less 
          rigid rules than luxury items, such as electronics and 
          jewelry, which are more likely to appeal to fraudsters.

          An  airline  could  set  up  stricter  fraud  policies  for  
          holiday  flights  or  international  destinations 

          Rush overnight orders on particular items may force
          manual review of the order

Fraud in eCommerce



  

Tools
   Automated Transactional Risk Scoring
      Scoring plus dynamic transaction management should 
      make the following possible from the fraud solution provider:

         Determine what levels of risk are acceptable for various  
         products,  order  profiles,  shopping behaviors, and other 
         combinations of factors

        Adjust rules and logic as needed, based on evolving fraud 
        patterns

        Easily categorize all orders, ideally including a resolution 
        procedure that flows “in-line” with the payment process

        Instantly accept or reject most orders based on rules

Fraud in eCommerce



  

Detection and Prevention
   Email
      Purchase request is made by email
      Detection
         Email address doesn't resemble the name of the purchaser
            A street address can be checked to match a name
            If name does not match, transaction is suspicious
         Several in a row is more suspicious
         $3000 for gas in a month is suspicious
         Too many CC declines in a short period
         Require signature on delivery
      Prevention
         Warn that paypal accounts are verified before handling
         Do not automate handling of orders – humans see patterns
            maybe suddenly more men are ordering than women
               whereas more women usually order
            maybe suddenly many orders for a particular product
               are made
         Block IP address involved in previous fraudulent activity

Fraud in eCommerce
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